
This page provides further information about criteria for
the four sub-categories contained within the Technology
& Trading Providers section of Support Awards.

Please read the following in conjunction with the four-
page brochure, which contains the general rules and
requirements of the Awards competition.

The trading and technology space has been characterised by the
three “Rs” – risk, regulation and reporting. Reduced resources are
also evident meaning, that providers have had to show either an
innovative approach to pricing and licensing or assure fund
managers that their offerings can fulfil a business critical need in
terms of risk management or regulatory compliance.
Consequently the judges envisage that this year's entries will reflect
these industry trends.

Entrants are encouraged to look closely at the categories to see
where their systems and products will fit best. For those providers
that have developed systems which cover a range of activities
encompassing the front, middle and back offices, we would
encourage you to focus on a new aspect, module or product within
these systems that fulfils a specific role, such as those listed below.
Above all, the judges are looking for technology that is new – either
a new product entirely or the enhancement of an existing product
– and that successfully fulfils a requirement of Europe’s fund
managers.

Trading venues
As the number of European trading venues proliferates, this award
aims to recognise the venue that has proved to be capable of
attracting initial liquidity and also resilient enough to navigate its
way through a time of declining trading volumes. As the market
settles into its post-MiFID stage, which new venues have shown
signs of longevity, and of genuine innovation? Have the incumbent
exchanges responded to the challenge of the new with innovative
services of their own? And, most importantly, which venues have
done most to appeal to buy-side trading firms?

Submissions should include information on: exchanges; MTFs; crossing
networks; dark pools.

Front office
Fund managers have continued to develop their front-office
trading activity in spite of budget restrictions. They have also had
to cope with a rapidly changing trading environment due to the
MiFID-inspired changes in market structure and regulatory
intervention in the over-the-counter derivatives space. The judges
are therefore looking at products and services that offer fund
managers a cost-effective way of adapting to a new environment
for front-office professionals.

Submissions should include information on: order management systems;
execution management systems; execution services (algorithmic trading;
DMA; smart order routing); portfolio analytics; market risk; pre-trade
analytics; decision support.

Middle office
An understandable focus on risk management, regulation and
reporting has made the middle-office function more important
than ever before. This year's award seeks to recognise the data-
related services that meet fund managers' increased reporting and
compliance requirements. Judges will be looking for the systems
that offer fund managers flexible, cost-effective, reliable and
efficient ways to meet these requirements.

Submissions should include information on: post-trade transaction costs
analysis; performance measurement and attribution; compliance, client
reporting; data management.

Back office
Trading volumes may have declined in the past 12 months but this
burden has been replaced by a greater focus on cost, efficiency
and resilience. The judges will be looking for back-office products
that reflect these changing priorities.

Submissions should include information on: fund accounting; clearing and
settlement; confirmations/reconciliation; compliance; operational risk
management; pricing and valuation.
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